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Take the following lighting parts for the 1st floor
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Turn the building around, remove the parts shown

Exchange the black lighting part as the lamp
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Put the lamp and door back to the position, remove the sticker of the light in red circle

Restore the stairs and stick the light underneath



The remain lighting round plates will be installed here
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After that put the wall back



Install the lighting black parts to the clear parts removed
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For the front side, remove the following parts first



Install the 1x8 lighting plate as shown
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Then install the left side of the lamp
(Remember is the side with the connector)
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Restore the tiles removed

Then install the lamp for the other side
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Restore the grey tiles, then lift up the back top besides to install the black lighting plate

The 1st floor is done
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Take the following part for the 2nd floor

Install the long lighting plates as shown
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The two lighting round plates are installed to the lamps
Remove the stairs before installing in purpose to make the wires run by the corner
of the building
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Then restore the stairs and stick the light underneath

Now it’s turn for the 3rd floor
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Install the long plates which is similar to the previous floor

For the remain lighting parts, move them to the black room as shown
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Install the grey lighting parts here

Then replace the clear diamond parts by the lighting round plates
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Then pull the 1x2 tan lighting plate to the shown spot

Settle the wires in between the studs then put all the tiles back on
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Now it’s turn for the roof

Replace the red round plate, remove the parts shown to pull the remain lights to bottom
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Then install the lighting plates

At last, combine the building, replace the lamp post and connect all the connectors
to the USB cable and that’s all


